THE 65TH ANNIVERSARY MODEL
OPEN HEART–MODERN – DK05005T
Mechanical self-winding movement, 40-hour power reserve
indicator, 24 jewels, stop-seconds mechanism, sapphire glass
(anti-reflective coating), see-through case back, enhanced
water resistance for everyday use (water resistant to 10 bar),
triple-folding clasp, accuracy: +25 seconds to -15 seconds.
Made in Japan.

INTRODUCTION OF
NEW ELEGANT CLASSIC LINE
The new ELEGANT CLASSIC line will emphasise the modern classic style of ORIENT STAR. It features a level of detailing suited to the present day, just like an up-to-date tailored
suit, rather than simply going back in time and resurrecting
old items. The most prominent design features are the openworked hands and Roman numerals, a combination which
was extremely popular in the 1920s and 1930s. The size of
dial is intentionally made larger to set it apart from ordinary
antiques and to create a brighter presence.

The sapphire glass is gently curved and yet clearly shows the
pattern on the dial through the anti-reflective coating.
The raison d’être of this collection is to tranform classic detailing into modern design.
The lugs are in the shape of so-called “cabriole” legs, which
were popular for pocket watches in the past, and helps to
create a refined look today. In addition, chamfering is applied to each edge of the lugs to emphasise its handcrafted
appeal. The crocodile-embossed calf leather strap is attached, which is tapered towards the edge to create an
elegant profile on the wrist.
Great care has been taken to make this line as authentic as
possible, and a fitting complement to the anniversary model.

ELEGANT CLASSIC - EL09002W
Mechanical self-winding movement, 40-hour power reserve
indicator, 22 jewels, stop-seconds mechanism, double-sided
domed sapphire glass (anti-reflective coating), see-through
case back, enhanced water resistance for everyday use (5
bar), leather strap, accuracy: +25 seconds to -15 seconds.
Made in Japan.
www.orient-watch.com/orientstar
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